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Abstract

A distribution function which is an exact solution to the

collisionless Boltzmann equation is obtained in an expansion

form in terms of the potential <j)(x, t) . A comnlex nonlinear

frequency shift w., (t) is obtained by use of the Poisson

equation and the expansion. The theory is valid for arbitrary

<j>o and v as long as w >> yr , and in the initial phase defined
P P -k

by 0 < t < t where <j)0,v , w , Y L
 an<3 t are the initial value

of <j), the phase velocity, the Langmuir frequency, the linear

Landau damping coefficient and the time for the first minimum

of the amplitude oscillation. The <oN(0) dose not vanish and

RewN(0)/YL>l holds even for e<j>0 /T<<1 when kX <<1, X being

the Debye length. It is shown that u>N(t) is dominant over

the Morales and 01Neil's one in the initial phase for v > v .

The theory reproduces main features of experimental results

and that of simulations.
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§1. Introduction

It is well-known that the damping coefficient Imw of the

Langmuir wave is dependent on the time when the wave potential

41 (x, t) is finite. The Imu> at t=0, i.e., Imw(O), for an

infinitesimal <J> is given by Landau and we denote it by y^. For

a rather intense initial <(>,. Imu(O) deviates from yL and
ft—ft

sometimes it becomes several time larger than y^. It is
9 10

also observed in experiments and in simulations that even
when Imu(0) - yr , the damping rate increases as t does until

Li

very neighbor of t , when the sign of Imu(t) changes to a

positive value. It is well-known that for t < t ~ ̂ /^Q

the weakly resonant particles mainly contribute to the phase

shift while the trapped particles give rise to it for t > t ,
c

where uB is the bounce frequency. For simplicity we call the

first time range, i.e., 0 < t < t , "initial phase".

Practically, intense RF waves are intended to be used as

a tool of the additional heating of the fusion plasmas. The

electron Landau damping is considered to be one of the

dominanant absorption mechanisms of the wave energy for most of

RF waves ' and even for such low freqeuncy wave as a shear

Alfve'n wave. These facts imply that the study of nonlinear

effects on the complex wave shift in the initial phase is

important in a practical sense.

Theoretical works of O'Neil and Morales and O'Neil are

not applicable to explanation of the anomalies in behaviors of

the wave in the initial phase since their initial phase shift

is such that Imu)(0) = Y L and Rew(0) = 0. Although only our
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previous work seems to be consistent with some features of the

experimental observations, still it lacks generality and

preciseness. We present here a new version of the latter one

standing on the first principle.

First we introduce an exact distribution function which

have a form of a succesive expansion in the potential <f>Q. We

suppose the initially excited wave be dominant for t < t

14since side band waves may take place at t >> t . In §2, we

formulate the problem and perform an analysis, and in §3 we

obtain nonlinear dispersion relation. In discussions in §4 we

compare our theory with preceding ones and with the experiment.

Finally in §5 conclusions will be given.
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§2. Formalism and Analysis

We start with the collisionless Boltzmann equation

[|— + vjj- + §-<j>(x, t ) — ]f (x, v, t) =0 (1)

and the Poisson equation

— <j)(x, t) = - f f (x, v, t)dv + 1 . (2)

3x2 J

The normalizations are as follows ; x = kQx , t =w t, v =

v/v™, <t> = |e|$/T, (o = w/o) , f = v,_f/n, where the quantities

2 1/2

with bars are real physical quantities and w =(4irne /m) ' ,

kD=(4Tme /T) ' and vT=(T/m) ' . The solution to the Boltzmann

equation (1) is given by

f(x,v, t) = fn(x-vt, v, 0) + I f (x, v, t) (3)
n=l n

H(tx)H(t2) •»-H(tn)f0(x-vt,v,0)

(4)

H ( tm' " fe • I t a J m |

The expressions (3)-(5) can be thought to be the expansion of

f(x-vt+Ax, v+Av, 0) with respect to the deviation Ax and Av from

the straight path x-vt and v. It is easy to show that,

by the substitution, eq.(3) is the solution to eq.(1).

We express the potential of the single mode electric field

in the form
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> Cx, t) = j (j>(t)exp ikx + c.c. (6)

t

<J>(t) = <J>Q exp [ - if 60(t')df] (7)

a)(t; = u>L + u N ( t ) , u>N(t) = 6(t) + i U t ) (8)

where uN is the complex nonlinear frequency shift and ui. is the

solution to the linear dispersion relation.

Substituting eq.(6) for $ and eq. (3) for f into the

Poisson equation (2) and performing an integration defined by

IT
if — i Vv

< > = 57 I d(kX> e (9)

- T T "

we have

2 °°
9- (j>(t) = - l i d o )
1 n=0 n

I = < f dv > . (11)

n J n

The Maxwellian distribution f (v) = (2ir)~ zexp(-v2/2) is used as

f- whence we have

I 2 m = 0 (m = 0, 1, 2, ••• ) (12)

due to the orthogonality of trigonometric functions. We

evalute I, .. Through a straightforward calculation we

obtain

t t-T
X l = 5~f dTi(|)oexp[- ̂ 1 - ia)L(t-T)-i| u N(t')dt'] (13)

0 J0
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dTiexp[- —

0

2/2" i r

where £T = wT//I k, Zx'rJ = Zfs) + iZ., Z^f?) = i/Fexp(-C2) erf

erf(i^) the error function and Z.(?) = /vexp(-r,2) .

The computation of I, is a little complicated. For

simplifying expressions we introduce a parity a = ±1. Then

if>(x, t) is, for example, given by

<f>(x, t) = i I tj>(a)expiakx (15)
a =±1

where <(>(+l) = $ (t) and 4" (—1) = <|>*(t) . The f, is now explicitly

written as

( ) 3

t t± t2

f d t l f dt2f d t3 ^ ^ I*(oi)exp[io1k{x-v(t-t1)}]
0 0 0 O K J 2 a 3

f3=(H")3f d t l f 2f 3
0 0 0 O K J 2 a 3

[|̂r -(t1-t)|7]<j)(02)exp[ia2k{x-v(t-t2)}]

Substituting this into eq.(11) and carrying out partial

integrations in x and v, we have

I3= K fdv fM ( v ) I X X « C I ° n '
 1] f d t l * ( a i )

23 > M 0:0203 n=l n iQ
 X
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t, t2

•I 1
x dt2$[Oi)\ dt3<t>(a3) (t-t^ [t-t2-ai (t1-t2)]

0

x[t-t3-ai (t1-t3)-a2 (t2-t3)]exp ikv[ \ a^- t] (17)
n=l

where

<5 [I, m] = 1 for I = m

= 0 for I ?* m

We are unable to proceed the calculation since the integrand

includes the unknown function w.,(t). For convenience we

replace wN(t) by wN(0) '• this mav produce minor errors as long

as |w | >> |uN(t)| which is satisfied in the result. The

computation is a little tedious but straightforward. The point

is that at first the v-integraion must be done and then the

ones over t, and t, are carried out. The obtained expression

composes of such integrals as

t

ts f t 1
r exp(- j- t\) d ^ (s, r = 0, 1, 2, 3).

0

2 2We assume exp(-k t /2) << 1 and we extend t in the upper limit
g

of the integral to °° with t in t remained. This assumes that

the phase mixing be complete in time t. The result is

n=0 n*

FT.

+ Z ( 1 ) (-?*) + Z ( 1 ) (2C - ?*)] (18)
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where C = w(0)//2k, z.* the complex conjugate of c, T = 2ImC,

T = /2Ktand {Z(m), 2j_
 (in) } = 8m/3?m{Z (?) , Z ^ O K The expression

(18) reduces to a simple form under the assumption |uv| >> T,

J 3 ~ —* * fc I31+I32

I31=- |{J Zr
(5)(c) + Z(5)(c)} (20)

, n
_ 2 v (-ll) ~ "

(21)

It should be noted that i.,, is independent of time x.

Evaluation of I, ,-> (m>2) by hand manipulation is very hard

and almost impossible. We discuss, hence, properties of the

wave on basis of the results until I,. Inevitably this

restricts the applicability of the final result in a finite

time range, which is given by the following consideration. The

equation of motion of a single particle in a wave frame,

2 2dx /dt = -k<J>,.sinkx, can be integrated to be

v2/2 - <j>Qcoskx = const. , (22)

which describes the path in the x-v space. We expand coskx in
A

(22) up to (kx) /4! and compare the equation thus obtained with

eq.(22). We will then find the approximate equation reproduces

the path until kx < ir. Note that the accuracy of the approximate

equation of motion is equal to the one of f approximated by f =
3
\ f . Particles which are sensitive to the expansion stated
n=0 n

above are trapped and marginally trapped particles. For those
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particles, it may be plausible to replace kx < IT with u>Bt < n,

which implies that our result may be valid until u t < TT , or

t < tc - Tr/(oB.
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§3. Nonlinear Dispersion Relation

Substituting eq.(14) for I, and eq.(19) for I 3 into

eq.(10) and taking into account the linear dispersion relation

E(W T) = 1 - Z
( 1 ) UT)/2k

2 = 0 (23)

we get a nonlinear dispersion relation in the form

V f c ) = Yo + Yt (24)

YQ = i|((.0|
2l31/{2

7k29G((uL)/3a)L} (25)

23E{u)L)/aa)L} . (26)

From the first term on the right hand side of eg. (24), we

expect a non-zero frequency shift even at t=0. It reduces to,

in the limit of 11, | >> 1,

which indicates that, when

Uo | - V v p
2 , (28)

we have Imu n = £n ~ YT •
 F o r instance, E,n - yT holds for

IN U U Li 1/ LI

k = 0.16 and <j>o = 0.2. In order to see explicit dependences

of wNf) and wN(t) on k, <j>0 and t, we solve the disnersion

relation (24). First, noting that YQ is a function of not

only k ana <£o but also W N Q , we solve the transcendental eouation

uN0 = Y 0 ' T h e n using u N 0 thus obtained we evaluate o>N(t).

In Fig.l, an equi-damping-rate surface at t = 0 is shown in the

| <})o |-k space. We see that for smaller k, the nonlinear effect
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is more significant as is implied in eq. (28) . I'i Fig. 2, we

give the | (j>0 | dependence of <^N0- We find that £_ is linearly

proportional to <t>0 for <t>0 > 0.7 when k = 0.2. This tendency

perfectly agrees with the observation of the anomalous damping

in the Nakamura and Ito's experiment where k seems to be

around 0.2. Also it is consistent with the experimental

result obtained by Vidmar et al where £o shows a linear

dependence on 4>o2 for a smaller <t>o(<< 1 ) but the dependence

becomes <j> 0 with a < 2 for a larger 4>o- The theory, however,

predict the linear dependence of Co on <J>o in a limited region

or the linear part is an elongated point of inflect which is

implied by the curve for k = 0.3. This argument will be proven

by the observation of damping of a higher amplitude wave. For

80 = Reio we note that there are no linear dependence on Oo as

seen in Fig.2. We now examine the t-dependence of w..(t). In

Fig. 3, £(t) and 0(t) for | <J> o I = 0.4 are given for several k's

and, in convenience of comparison, curves which approximate

Morales and O1Neil's result and is called, say, AMO curves are

given where fi0 = (to,/n) h~3Z. (C) (3e/3io) I, a measure of realB l u L

frequency shift. Note that the AMO curves are independent of

tf> o and k in the space specified in Fig. 3. On the other hand,

curves obtained from eqs. (24) , (25) and (26) sharply depend on

4>o and k, and show an increases of E, (t) in time, while AMO

curves imply the reduction of £{t). We must note that our

curves agree with the Sugai and Mark's observation in the

9 10

experiment and with Armstrong's one in the computer simulation

where £(t) > £„ for 0 < t < t . On the contrary, AMO curves

for Imu(t) obviously gives an inverse prediction to the

observations. To see the time dependence more clearly, we
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s impl i fy e q . ( 2 6 ) . Remembering t h a t the time s c a l e t <

7j/'jg/ w e have TT in the form

and we suppose £o/wB << 1 though essentially in our theory

5o/w0 is arbitrary. Expanding e T and using yT = -2k2Z. (C T)
X

D J_j 1 J-i

we obtain

1 •

^ Z. t3)- t"z. (1)) (29)
1 1

(— Z t3)5 ( ) So T ^ (
92/1 Z ( 2 ) k2

or

(t) = Bo + -̂T-or(~ — Z. (4)+ t3Z. (2)) (31)
48 Zl ' 2k2 X X

or

Bt)3 . (32)
B

P

In the limit of w,, + 0, or (jn + 0, with a fixed to,,t, only the
C ±5

third terms on the right hand sides of eqs.(30) and (32)

survive. The above operation is equivalent to the assumption

a)_/k << 1 employed in Ref.l and hence the third terms which

yield the AMO curves in Fig.3 must be identical with the Morales

and O'Neil's theory in the initial phase. It is evident that

in eqs.(30) and (32) the sums of the first and the second

terms, respectively, which have the opposite sign to the third

ones are dominant in the range of

< <<oB/k)vp . (33)
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§4. Discussions

The Morales and O'Neil's theory is valuable in the sense

that it predicts the long term behavior of the wave. It,

however, fails to reproduce the shorter term (i.e., 0 < t < t )

behavior when the wave amplitude is finite. In their theory,

the f is expanded not only in Av but also in (vQ - v ) up to

O(Av2) assuming O(Av) = 0(vQ - v ), where Av is the deviation

from the initial velocity vQ. This procedure yields the

dominant terms in the phase shift in the limit of uifit >> 1 and

YT/U_, << 1. If we would use their scheme to obtain the present
ij r>

results, we must have expanded, f UP to O(cf>o 3) , sunnosina that

Av = 0(<)>o) and (vQ - v ) = 0((j>o ' ) which may be true in the

initial phase. This procedure might produce terms proportional

to 8nf/3vn|v (n = 3, 4, 5) which are equivalent to Z i
( n )

VP
appeared in eqs.(20) and (21). The systematic calculation to

obtain the final results is, however, desperately difficult.

The fact that the f used here corresponds to a higher order

expansion in Av and in (v~ - v ) than that in ref.l implies

that our theory include the influence of weaker resonant

particles. Consequently we conclude that weaker but larger

number of resonant particles than those considered in ref.l

are responsible for the anomalous behavior of the Langmuir

wave in the initial phase.

The difference between number of resonant particles with

velocities smaller and larger than the phase velocity v is

larger than that estimated by the linear theory where the

difference is assumed to be proportional to (3fQ/3v) . This
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larger difference in number may yield the enhanced damping.

This plausible explanation is firstly proposed by Dawson and

Shanny, who predict that the amplitude of the wave qualitatively

follows the expression,

E2 = E0
2(1 - at2) (34)

where a is constant and yT is supposed to be small enough.

They have counted out only strongly resonant particles. Our

result, on the contrary, shows with another constant a'

t

E2 = Eo2 (1 + l\ C(f)dt')

0

= E0
2(l -a't2) (35)

which implies that both of the strongly and the weakly resonant

particles participate in the enhanced damping, where the finiteness

of £0 is neglected.

One of principal results of this paper is an appearance of

a non-vanishing nonlinear frequency shift at t = 0, that is,

W NQ. We can derive this qualitatively from a more simple

consideration. We Fourier-analyse eq.(1) to have

fk=[kcf>k 3fo/3v - k <J)_k3f2k/3v]/(kv-fik) (36)

f2k= (k\ 3fk/
8v)/(2kv"fi2k) + ' O {37)

From these, we easily obtain the density fluctuation in the

form
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dv 3fo/3v , 1 1 , .

(38)

lkv-^k)
3(2kv-fl

The second term in the bracket corresponds to <I)NQ.

We can take into account an arbitrary, initial distribution

since the problem is an initial value one. When fJx, v, 0) =

fM(vj (1 + ecoskx) which is often used in simulational studies

is employed, we have a nonvanishing I_. The contribution of I2

is small though it reduces the damping. Kence for avoiding

complexity of the theory we dismiss the effect of the initial

perturbation.

The experimental study on Langmuir wave done by Sugai and
9

Mark is good stimulation to the present work. The observed

real frequency shift shows an opposit tendency to Morales and

O'Neil's predictioii in the initial phase, which supports the

present theory. Nearly about w_t ^ TT, there occurs a sharp

reverse of the sign of the complex frequency shift. To explain

this singularity is an interesting theoretical problem, but it

is beyond the scope of the present work.
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§5. Conclusions

A complex frequency shift wN(t) = £(t) + i8(t) of an

intense Langmuir wave in the initial phase (that is, w_t < 2)

is obtained.

1. We have a non-zero u N(0). For variety of parameters,

£ ( 0 ) / Y T > 1 holds, and especially when k << 1 it does for even
Li

2, In a time range,

0L,(t) has an opposite sign to the Morales and O'Neil's one.

3. The present theory is valid without any limitation on

i$o and v if |w-| >> |u>N(t) |. On the other hand the Morales

and O'Neil's theory holds in the time range of 0 < w_t < •» in

the limit of a D -> 0 with 7T/cor, << 1.

4. It is shown that the present theory reproduces the results

of the experiment and of the computer simulation.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l Equi-damping-rate surface at t=0. For a smaller k

a larger damping enhancement is obtained when (j>o is

fixed.

Fig.2 |<j>o| dependence of the complex frequency u(0) = w,..

There appears a linearly dependent part in Ima>0 (solid

lines) but not in Rew- (dotted lines).

Fig.3 Temporal behavior of the complex frequency shift

to (t) 2 8(t) + iC(t) at |4>o| = 0,4. AMO curves show

approximate Morales and 0'Neil's result. The measure

of the real frequency shift, fio , is defined in the

text. Imu (t), ••• Reu> (t) .
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